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BALI (4d/3n) : Let’s Go!
Day 1 Bali - Bedugul - Tanah Lot (-/L/D)
On Arrival in Bali Ngurah Rai Airport, our guide will meet you then start tour to visit beautiful Taman Ayun Temple
which is dated back from the Royal Mengwi Dynasty. Next, continue to Bedugul that located on the shore of Lake
Beratan, you can enjoy the cool mountain breeze and beautiful view of Ulun Danu Temple. Lunch will be served at a
local restaurant serving authentic Balinese food. We also will visit Alas Kedaton (Monkey Forest) where you will be
welcomed by tame and friendly monkeys. You can take photos with them but please hide your personal belongings
including sunglasses from these cheeky monkeys. Later we will continue to Tanah Lot temple which that situated on
a huge rock surrounded by the water. Upon sunset the gold-sunshine will be majestically reflected on the sea water
this is something you don’t to missed. Dinner will be en route then drop to hotel. Free program..

Day 2 Kintamani - Ubud - Gunung Kawi Temple (B/L/D)
Breakfast at hotel then meet with our guide for a full day adventure by visiting Kintamani for Mount and Lake
Batur. A well-known nature heaven for its magnificent views and warm atmosphere where you can ride a boat
around the lake. Proceed by seeing a Barong Dance present by the locals from the nearby village. Next visit to
amazing Balinese craftsmanship where we will start by visiting Celuk. The locals here are very skilful with complex
pieces of jewerly from Gold and Silver, then we will move to Mas Village to see the traditional local wooden carver
making unbelievable art creation from wood. Lunch is en route at a local restaurant. Then to Ubud village the
home of Balinese painters, in here where you can see numerous beautiful paintings at bargain price. Lastly we will
visit Bedulu that famous for its rock carving at Elephant Cave. In Penelokan you can enjoy the marvellous view of
the still active Mt. Batur and the beautiful blue lake. On the way back stop at Gunung Kawi Temple at Sebatu with
its majestic holy springs that believed by the locals to heal disease and provide good luck. Dinner is en route then
drop to hotel. Free program.

Day 3 Uluwatu - Kecak Dance - Jimbaran (B/L/D)
Breakfast at hotel then free leisure time at the hotel or you can explore the surrounding neighbourhood for
shopping or sightseeing until time for half day tour. Pickup by tour guide for lunch at nearby restaurant then depart
to visit Uluwatu Temple one of the most spectacular Hindu temples along the Bali coastline. Built by a high Hindu
priest from East Java named Dang Hyang Dwijendra in the 11th century, this beautiful temple is located atop a
limestone cliff towering 90 meters above the Indian Ocean overlooking the bay. From here you can see the rough
seas of the Indian ocean rush forward, hitting the rocks beneath the temple cliff. Here also we will also watch
Ramayana story delivered in Balinese Dance known as Kecak Dance.

It is different than any others dance because it has no instruments instead the rhythm of the dance is from over 20
bare-chested men yelling "chak-achak-achak" while swaying their bodies and waving their hands in the background
beautiful sunset colouring the sky in gold then it slowly disappears away replaced by the moon at night. After the
performance continue to a small fishing village at Jimbaran, where a seafood dinner will be served right on the
beach, concluding the memorable evening. Next drop back to hotel, free program.

Day 4 Bali - Airport (B/-/-)
Breakfast at hotel then free at leisure until check-out time at 12:00 or after breakfast you can do last minute
shopping. At suitable time transfer to the airport for your outbound flight to next destination.

BALI (5d/4n) : Family Adventure
Day 1 Bali - Hotel Transfer (-/-/-)
Upon arrival in Bali airport meet with our guide and driver then transfer to your hotel. Free program.

Day 2 Bird & Reptile Park - Batuan Temple - Ubud (B/L/D)
Breakfast at hotel then meet with our guide where we will start our adventure to visit the famous Bali Bird Park.
With around 2000 square meter in size and over 1000 birds from over 250 species live freely in an lush tropical
gardens. The aim for this place to be the safe ground sanctuary for breeding especially for the endemic Indonesian
birds and reptiles such as Komodo Dragon that you also take photos together. Next we will go to the Batuan village
to visit the sacred Batuan Temple. This temple was founded in the year 944 Isaka (1020 AD) which nearly 1000
years old. You can see many stunning ancient relics from prehistoric times such as Dwarapala statue, Embodiment
statue, Animal statues, Phallus, Demons and many more. Lunch is en route on the way to Ubud where we will visit
Ubud Palace, Ubud art market and the infamous Ubud Monkey Forest. In the afternoon drop back to hotel. Later
dinner at the hotel then free program.
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Day 3 Bedugul - Tanah Lot (B/L/D)
After breakfast at the hotel meeting with our guide to visit beautiful Taman Ayun Temple which is dated back from
the Royal Mengwi Dynasty. Next, continue to Bedugul that located on the shore of Lake Beratan, you can enjoy the
cool mountain breeze and beautiful view of Ulun Danu Temple. Lunch will be served at a local restaurant serving
authentic Balinese food. We also will visit Alas Kedaton (Monkey Forest) where you will be welcomed by tame and
friendly monkeys. You can take photos with them but please hide your personal belongings including sunglasses
from these cheeky monkeys. Later we will continue to Tanah Lot temple which that situated on a huge rock
surrounded by the water. Upon sunset the gold-sunshine will be majestically reflected on the sea water this is
something you don’t to missed. Dinner will be en route then drop to hotel. Free program.

Day 4 Uluwatu - Kecak Dance - Jimbaran (B/L/D)
Breakfast at hotel then free leisure time at the hotel or you can explore the surrounding neighbourhood for
shopping or sightseeing until time for half day tour. Pickup by tour guide for lunch at nearby restaurant then depart
to visit Uluwatu Temple one of the most spectacular Hindu temples along the Bali coastline. Built by a high Hindu
priest from East Java named Dang Hyang Dwijendra in the 11th century, this beautiful temple is located atop a
limestone cliff towering 90 meters above the Indian Ocean overlooking the bay.

From here you can see the rough seas of the Indian ocean rush forward, hitting the rocks beneath the temple cliff.
Here also we will also watch Ramayana story delivered in Balinese Dance known as Kecak Dance. It is different than
any others dance because it has no instruments instead the rhythm of the dance is from over 20 bare-chested men
yelling "chak-achak-achak" while swaying their bodies and waving their hands in the background beautiful sunset
colouring the sky in gold then it slowly disappears away replaced by the moon at night. After the performance
continue to a small fishing village at Jimbaran, where a seafood dinner will be served right on the beach, concluding
the memorable evening. Next drop back to hotel, free program.

Day 5 Bali - Airport (B/-/-)
Breakfast at hotel then free at leisure until check-out time at 12:00 or after breakfast you can do last minute
shopping. At suitable time transfer to the airport for your outbound flight to next destination.

BALI (7d/6n) : Land of Gods
Day 1 Bali - Hotel Transfer (-/-/-)
Upon arrival in Bali airport meet with our guide and driver then transfer to your hotel (Ubud) . Free program.

Day 2 Kintamani - Ubud - Gunung Kawi Temple (B/L/D)
Breakfast at hotel then meet with our guide for a full day adventure by visiting Kintamani for Mount and Lake
Batur. A well known nature heaven for its magnificent views and warm atmosphere where you can ride a boat
around the lake. Proceed by seeing a Barong Dance present by the locals from the nearby village. Next visit to
amazing Balinese craftsmanship where we will start by visiting Celuk. The locals here are very skilful with complex
pieces of jewerly from Gold and Silver, then we will move to Mas Village to see the traditional local wooden carver
making unbelievable art creation from wood. Lunch is en route at a local restaurant. Then to Ubud village the
home of Balinese painters, in here where you can see numerous beautiful paintings at bargain price. Lastly we will
visit Bedulu that famous for its rock carving at Elephant Cave. In Penelokan you can enjoy the marvellous view of
the still active Mt. Batur and the beautiful blue lake. On the way back stop at Gunung Kawi Temple at Sebatu with
its majestic holy springs that believed by the locals to heal disease and provide good luck. Dinner is en route then
drop to hotel. Free program. *Staying in hotel around Ubud
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Day 3 Besakih Temple - Tirta Gangga (B/L/-)
After breakfast at the hotel you can enjoy the hotel facilities as well as lushes Ubud nature view. Before mid day
check out from hotel and depart to Besakih Temple which is Bali holiest and biggest temple also considered as the
‘mother of temple in Bali’ which strategically located at the slope of Mt Agung. Consist of 23 temple complex that
located separated to each other but still related with Pura Penataran Agung as the most important temple. To the
Balinese, visit to Besakih Temple is not an ordinary pilgrimage each temple has its own anniversary celebration and
ways. The best most celebrated time is on the full moon of the Balinese month “Kedasa” where the entire
compound of Besakih celebrates the visit of the gods by praying, providing gifts and special processions. The stone
bases of Pura Penataran Agung and several other temples in here resemble megalithic stepped of the pyramids
which date back at least 2,000 years. It was used as a Hindu place of worship from 1284 when the first Javanese
conquerors settled in Bali. Lunch is en route at a local restaurant serving authentic Balinese food. Next, we will
visit Tirta Gangga a former royal palace also known the water palace. This place is a maze of pools and fountains
surrounded by a lush garden and stone carvings and statues. The one hectare complex was built in 1946 by the late
King of Karangsem but was destroyed almost entirely by the eruption of nearby Mount Agung in 1963. Later in the
afternoon check in to hotel near the beach and free program.

Day 4 Bedugul - Tanah Lot (B/L/D)
After breakfast at the hotel meeting with our guide to visit beautiful Taman Ayun Temple which is dated back from
the Royal Mengwi Dynasty. Next, continue to Bedugul that located on the shore of Lake Beratan, you can enjoy the
cool mountain breeze and beautiful view of Ulun Danu Temple. Lunch will be served at a local restaurant serving
authentic Balinese food. We also will visit Alas Kedaton (Monkey Forest) where you will be welcomed by tame and
friendly monkeys. You can take photos with them but please hide your personal belongings including sunglasses
from these cheeky monkeys. Later we will continue to Tanah Lot temple which that situated on a huge rock
surrounded by the water. Upon sunset the gold-sunshine will be majestically reflected on the sea water this is
something you don’t to missed. Dinner will be en route then drop to hotel. Free program.

Day 5 Uluwatu - Kecak Dance - Jimbaran (B/L/D)
Breakfast at hotel then free leisure time at the hotel or you can explore the surrounding neighbourhood for
shopping or sightseeing until time for half day tour. Pickup by tour guide for lunch at nearby restaurant then depart
to visit Uluwatu Temple one of the most spectacular Hindu temples along the Bali coastline. Built by a high Hindu
priest from East Java named Dang Hyang Dwijendra in the 11th century, this beautiful temple is located atop a
limestone cliff towering 90 meters above the Indian Ocean overlooking the bay. From here you can see the rough
seas of the Indian ocean rush forward, hitting the rocks beneath the temple cliff. Here also we will also watch
Ramayana story delivered in Balinese Dance known as Kecak Dance. It is different than any others dance because it
has no instruments instead the rhythm of the dance is from over 20 bare-chested men yelling "chak-achak-achak"
while swaying their bodies and waving their hands in the background beautiful sunset colouring the sky in gold
then it slowly disappears away replaced by the moon at night. After the performance continue to a small fishing
village at Jimbaran, where a seafood dinner will be served right on the beach, concluding the memorable evening.
Next drop back to hotel, free program.
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Day 6 Free Day (B/-/-)
Free program today to enjoy hotel facilities or the neighbourhood. Alternatively, you can join our Day Trip
Programs such as Cooking Class, Mud Quad Trail, Cycling Trail, Rafting, Balinese Massage and many more

Day 7 Bali - Airport (B/-/-)
Breakfast at hotel then free at leisure until check-out time at 12:00 or after breakfast you can do last minute
shopping. At suitable time transfer to the airport for your outbound flight to next destination.

BALI & NUSA PENIDA (10d/9n) : 100% Bali
Day 1 Bali - Hotel Transfer (-/-/-)
Upon arrival in Bali airport meet with our guide and driver then transfer to your hotel (Ubud) . Free program.

Day 2 Kintamani - Ubud - Gunung Kawi Temple (B/L/D)
Breakfast at hotel then meet with our guide for a full day adventure by visiting Kintamani for Mount and Lake
Batur. A well known nature heaven for its magnificent views and warm atmosphere where you can ride a boat
around the lake. Proceed by seeing a Barong Dance present by the locals from the nearby village. Next visit to
amazing Balinese craftsmanship where we will start by visiting Celuk. The locals here are very skilful with complex
pieces of jewerly from Gold and Silver, then we will move to Mas Village to see the traditional local wooden carver
making unbelievable art creation from wood. Lunch is en route at a local restaurant. Then to Ubud village the
home of Balinese painters, in here where you can see numerous beautiful paintings at bargain price. Lastly we will
visit Bedulu that famous for its rock carving at Elephant Cave. In Penelokan you can enjoy the marvellous view of
the still active Mt. Batur and the beautiful blue lake. On the way back stop at Gunung Kawi Temple at Sebatu with
its majestic holy springs that believed by the locals to heal disease and provide good luck. Dinner is en route then
drop to hotel. Free program. *Staying in hotel around Ubud
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Day 3 Bat Cave - Tenganan - Tirta Gangga (B/L/-)
After breakfast at the hotel check out and meet with guide where we will depart to visit Goa Lawah Temple. This
temple is often included among the Sad Kahyangan Jagad or the "six sanctuaries of the world" therefore its part of
the six holiest places of worship in Bali. Goa Lawah is noted for built around a cave opening which is inhabited by
hundred of bats hence its name, the Goa Lawah or Bat Cave. The temple was established in the 11th century by a
Javanese named Mpu Kutura whom was one of the early priests introduced Hinduism to the locals. Lunch is en
route at local restaurant serving delicious Balinese food. Next, we will visit the isolated Tenganan village where the
natives lived undisturbedly by outside influences for centuries. The people here are called Bali Aga (The Original
Balinese) descend from the pre-Majapahit kingdom of Pegeng. There are strict rules as to who can live in the
village, only those born in the village can stay and become full members of the community. In the afternoon, we
will visit Tirta Gangga a former royal palace also known the water palace. This place is a maze of pools and
fountains surrounded by a lush garden and stone carvings and statues. The one hectare complex was built in 1946
by the late King of Karangsem but was destroyed almost entirely by the eruption of nearby Mount Agung in 1963.
Later in the afternoon check in to hotel and free program. *Staying in hotel around Candidasa.

Day 4 Besakih - Kintamani - Lovina (B/L/D)
After breakfast check out and meet with guide where we will continue our trip to Besakih templemwhich is Bali
holiest and biggest temple also considered as the ‘mother of temple in Bali’ which strategically located at the slope
of Mt Agung. Consist of 23 temple complex that located separated to each other but still related with Pura
Penataran Agung as the most important temple. To the Balinese, visit to Besakih Temple is not an ordinary
pilgrimage each temple has its own anniversary celebration and ways. The best most celebrated time is on the full
moon of the Balinese month “Kedasa” where the entire compound of Besakih celebrates the visit of the gods by
praying, providing gifts and special processions. The stone bases of Pura Penataran Agung and several other
temples in here resemble megalithic stepped of the pyramidsnwhich date back at least 2,000 years. It was used as a
Hindu place of worship from 1284 when the first Javanese conquerors settled in Bali. Lunch is en route at local
restaurant serving delicious Balinese food. Afterward we will visit Beji Temple in Singaraja. Previously Singaraja was
the capital city of Bali during the colonial period, an administrative centre and the port of arrival for most visitors
until development of the peninsula in the south. Next we will visit Museum Buleleng , in here you can find relics
from pre historical periods to world war two such as statues, weapons, paintings and many more. Afterward,
continue trip to Lovina for overnight. Dinner at the hotel and free program.
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Day 5 Snorkeling (B/L/D)
Early morning start from the beach, we will depart to where group of dolphins normally spotted jumping to the
surface. Afterward for snorkelling we will move to different location not too far with amazing colourful corals home
for hundred species of fish. Later in the afternoon back to the hotel for relax. Dinner at the hotel and free program.

Day 6 Bedugul - Tanah Lot (B/L/D)
After breakfast at the hotel meeting with our guide to visit beautiful Taman Ayun Temple which is dated back from
the Royal Mengwi Dynasty. Next, continue to Bedugul that located on the shore of Lake Beratan, you can enjoy the
cool mountain breeze and beautiful view of Ulun Danu Temple. Lunch will be served at a local restaurant serving
authentic Balinese food. We also will visit Alas Kedaton (Monkey Forest) where you will be welcomed by tame and
friendly monkeys. You can take photos with them but please hide your personal belongings including sunglasses
from these cheeky monkeys. Later we will continue to Tanah Lot temple which that situated on a huge rock
surrounded by the water. Upon sunset the gold-sunshine will be majestically reflected on the sea water this is
something you don’t to missed. Dinner will be en route then drop to hotel. Free program.

Day 7 Free Day (B/-/-)
Free program today to enjoy hotel facilities or the neighbourhood. Alternatively, you can join our Day Trip
Programs such as Cooking Class, Mud Quad Trail, Cycling Trail, Rafting, Balinese Massage and many more

Day 8 Nusa Penida (B/-/-)
Pickup early morning in the hotel by driver and drop to the seaport to catch a ferry to Nusa Penida. Arrive in Nusa
Penida free program where you can explore this amazing island with motorbike or with guided tour visiting places
such Peguyangan Waterfall, Seganing Falls, Manta Bay, Angel’s Billabong and the infamous Kelingking Secret
Beach. Later in the afternoon catch ferry back to Bali mainland then pickup by driver and drop to hotel.

Day 9 Uluwatu - Kecak Dance - Jimbaran (B/L/D)
Breakfast at hotel then free leisure time at the hotel or you can explore the surrounding neighbourhood for
shopping or sightseeing until time for half day tour. Pickup by tour guide for lunch at nearby restaurant then depart
to visit Uluwatu Temple one of the most spectacular Hindu temples along the Bali coastline. Built by a high Hindu
priest from East Java named Dang Hyang Dwijendra in the 11th century, this beautiful temple is located atop a
limestone cliff towering 90 meters above the Indian Ocean overlooking the bay. From here you can see the rough
seas of the Indian ocean rush forward, hitting the rocks beneath the temple cliff. Here also we will also watch
Ramayana story delivered in Balinese Dance known as Kecak Dance. It is different than any others dance because it
has no instruments instead the rhythm of the dance is from over 20 bare-chested men yelling "chak-achak-achak"
while swaying their bodies and waving their hands in the background beautiful sunset colouring the sky in gold
then it slowly disappears away replaced by the moon at night. After the performance continue to a small fishing
village at Jimbaran, where a seafood dinner will be served right on the beach, concluding the memorable evening.
Next drop back to hotel, free program.

Day 10 Bali - Airport (B/-/-)
Breakfast at hotel then free at leisure until check-out time at 12:00 or after breakfast you can do last minute
shopping. At suitable time transfer to the airport for your outbound flight to next destination.

Daily Trip Programs & Optional Activities
You can select a day trip program based on a specific day from our Let’s Go, Family Adventure,
Land of Gods & 100% Bali or alternatively from the below activities
Traditional Balinese Massage (-/L/-)
Selection of Balinese massage from half body to full body with flexible duration. Feel refresh and rejuvenate with
inclusion of Spa & Sauna. Afterward delicious lunch or late lunch. Afterward drop back to hotel or to a beach club.

Balinese Cooking Class (-/L/-)
Morning pickup by guide and driver to go to the kitchen site. First activity is briefing by the chef on the menu then
quick visit to traditional market to gather the ingredients. Afterward return back to the kitchen to start the cooking
class. This is an exciting process to learn the culture through authentic Balinese food. After lunch visit to Bali
famous Gelato shop then return back to hotel.
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Mud Quad Trail (-/L/-)
Morning pickup by driver where we will explore five different terrains on a monster quad. You will enjoy the local
region sights in a unique way, crossing rice fields and plantations, some jungle area and two traditional Balinese
villages. The adventure is accompanied by professional guides, who will help go along with you leading the way and
making sure all safety procedure are in place . You can choose to drive it yourself or sit back and relax as a
passenger.

Ubud Trekking (-/L/-)
We will start by going up north to the Gunung Kawi. This famous rock shrines are fascinating marks of kings that
have long gone. Gunung Kawi refers to a series of 11th century tombs. To reach them, you have to walk down a
steep of some three hundred steps, through a massive rock-hewn archway, all the way to the sacred Pakrisan
River. After lunch, we will burn some of that calories back by light trekking at an 6 km track that leads through
tropical rain forest, gardens with more than 150 different fruits, spices & herbs, ancient religious caves and glorious
views over the Petanu River. End the day at Petulu, where every evening thousands of white herons fly in from
kilometres around to roost in certain trees. No one knows why these birds have chosen to make Petulu their home.
A local story claims that the birds are reincarnations of thousands of men and women who died in the civil war that
raged through Bali in 1966. In the afternoon drop back to your hotel

Cycling Heritage Track (-/L/-)
Morning pick up from your hotel to go to the World Heritage Site of Jatiluwih where we will cycle through the most
beautiful terraced rice paddies in the world also through local villages before enjoying a authentic lunch
overlooking majestic scenery. In the afternoon drop back to hotel.

White Water Rafting (-/L/-)
Get ready to splash down the rapids of Ayung River, paddling along with your expert guides as they lead you
between exciting pools perfect for swimming while Class III falls sure to get your heart pumping. Afterward, warm
up with a hot shower and enjoy a delicious buffet lunch with stunning valley views. Later drop back to hotel.

Devdan Show (-/-/D)
Afternoon pick up to Nusa Dua where you will experience the energetic Devdan Show, Treasure of the Archipelago.
A new performance highlighting Indonesia's rich culture and diversity. Take in a fabulous blend of traditional and
contemporary Indonesian dancing, world-class aerial acrobatics, and impressive special effects. Discover the
unique heritage of Bali, Sumatra, Java, Borneo, and Papua. Enjoy a lively dance performance blending traditional
music and contemporary moves resulting in a truly memorable performance. Later in the evening enjoy fantastic
dinner then drop back to hotel.

